Introduction {#sec1}
============

Nitrogenase (N~2~ase) is the enzyme responsible for biological nitrogen fixation.^[@ref1]^ In addition to N~2~ reduction to NH~3~, N~2~ase catalyzes the reduction of a variety of triply bonded substrates such as C~2~H~2~, N~3~^--^, and HCN,^[@ref2]^ as well as reduction of protons to H~2~.^[@ref3]^ It is now known that this enzyme can also produce C~*x*~H~*y*~ hydrocarbons from CO^[@ref4]^ and even CH~4~ from CO~2~.^[@ref5]^ The highest resolution crystal structures are of the Mo-containing N~2~ase and these reveal a unique \[Mo-7Fe-9S-C~i~-homocitrate\] cluster, called either the FeMo-cofactor or M center (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), at the active site of the MoFe protein component of N~2~ase.^[@ref6]^ The interstitial ligand, referred to as C~i~, is now known to be a carbide at the center of the prismatic 6-Fe cage.^[@cit6b],[@ref7]^ Directed substitutions of functionalities near this FeMo-cofactor show that the homocitrate ligand and especially the side-chains of neighboring His-195,^[@ref8]^ Gln-191, Arg-96, and Val-70 amino acids are all key features for the enzyme activity.^[@cit1b]^ The homocitrate and the first three residues may be involved in proton transport to the active site, whereas Val-70 appears to play a steric role in constraining the access and positioning of small molecule substrates.^[@cit3b],[@ref9]^

![Comparison of the N~2~ase MoFe protein structure around the FeMo-cofactor for the wild-type enzyme (left, PDB 3U7Q([@cit6b])) and the α-H195Q variant (right, PDB 1FP4([@ref8])).](ja-2014-05720m_0002){#fig1}

Under a CO atmosphere and turnover conditions, the N~2~ase resting-state *S* = 3/2 EPR signal originating from the FeMo-cofactor disappears, and either of two new *S* = 1/2 signals are induced, with their character depending primarily on the CO concentration. A rhombic lo-CO signal (*g* = \[2.09, 1.97, 1.93\]) appears under low CO partial pressure conditions (\<0.08 atm CO), and an axial hi-CO signal (*g* = \[2.17, 2.06, 2.06\]) is seen under higher (≥0.5 atm CO) pressures.^[@ref10]^ In addition, a third, *S* = 3/2 signal termed hi(5)-CO (\[*g* ≅ 5\]) has been reported.^[@ref8],[@ref11]^ On the basis of the ENDOR properties of these species, structures have been proposed that involve terminal and bridging CO ligands (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref12]^

![Some proposed binding modes for CO to the N~2~ase FeMo-cofactor.](ja-2014-05720m_0003){#fig2}

Stopped-flow IR^[@cit9b],[@ref13]^ and IR-monitored photolysis^[@ref14]^ of CO-inhibited N~2~ase have also identified a variety of species, some of which are distinct from those seen by EPR/ENDOR. Under high \[CO\] photolysis conditions, the major species all have more than one bound CO (or CO derivative).^[@ref14]^ We labeled these photolyzable adducts Hi-1, with characteristic bands at 1973 and ∼1680 cm^--1^; Hi-2, with bands at 1932 and 1874 cm^--1^; and Hi-3, a major EPR-silent component, with coupled CO stretches at 1938 and 1911 cm^--1^.^[@cit14b]^ For Hi-3, our recent Density Functional Theory (DFT) modeling suggests two terminal CO ligands at the adjacent FeMo-cofactor sites Fe2 and Fe6.^[@cit14b]^ In a pair of other DFT studies,^[@ref15]^ Dance has considered more than a dozen stable terminal and bridging CO species. Indications for a "formyl-like" Fe--CHO species in Hi-1 are consistent with the IR bands seen around 1670--1711 cm^--1^.^[@cit14a]^ In Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} we have summarized some of the variety of candidates that have been proposed for both the lo-CO- and hi-CO-generating species.

Despite significant progress in the study of nitrogen-fixing intermediates,^[@ref16]^ the details of the reaction mechanism for N~2~ase Fischer--Tropsch-like activity are almost totally lacking in spectroscopic constraints. Our understanding of N~2~ase reactivity and catalysis would certainly benefit from additional spectroscopic data for characterizing the structure of CO intermediates. Here we combine nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) with extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) to probe experimentally the dynamical and structural consequences of CO binding. The NRVS measurement is a relatively new technique for N~2~ase studies, and it provides a spectrum that can be converted into a ^57^Fe partial vibrational density of states (PVDOS), similar to conventional IR and Raman spectra, but with intensity only from normal modes involving significant Fe motion along the direction of the incoming X-ray.^[@ref17]^ In contrast, EXAFS has a long history of application to N~2~ase^[@ref18]^ and other metalloproteins.^[@ref19]^ It provides structural data (interatomic distances) around the Mo and Fe sites that complement the vibrational spectra. In addition, the experimental results are matched with candidate structures based on density functional theory (DFT) modeling. Recently, we demonstrated the power of the combined application of NRVS, EXAFS, and DFT in a study of the \[4Fe-4S\] cluster in the N~2~ase Fe protein.^[@ref20]^ Here, we use the same methods triad to arrive at detailed proposals for the CO-bound FeMo-cofactor structures. This work concerns both the wild-type form of the enzyme as well as the α-H195Q variant. The α-H195Q variant was chosen because previous IR work has shown that a large fraction of the high-CO enzyme consists of FeMo cofactor with 2 terminal CO molecules;^[@cit14b]^ hence, it is likely to have significantly stronger Fe-CO mode intensity in the NRVS.

Results {#sec2}
=======

NRVS Results {#sec2.1}
------------

The NRVS-derived ^57^Fe PVDOS for both wild-type N~2~ase from **Azotobacter vinelandii** (*Av*) and its α-H195Q variant under resting state and "high-CO" conditions are compared in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Since CO-inhibited N~2~ase usually consists of multiple species, we refer to the samples or conditions as "high-CO" if they were prepared under low-flux turnover conditions with 1 atm of CO and then concentrated under 2 atm CO. We use "low-CO" for similar preparations that were concentrated under 2 atm of Ar, which produces samples with the lo-CO EPR signal. The NRVS data contain contributions from both the 8 × Fe in the P-cluster as well as the 7 × Fe in the FeMo-cofactor. However, since under our low-flux conditions the P-cluster is presumed to be in an all-ferrous reduced state in all samples,^[@ref21]^ we associate the observed spectral changes upon CO binding with modifications exclusively at the FeMo-cofactor.

![Top and middle: Comparison of the NRVS-derived ^57^Fe PVDOS spectra for (a) wild-type and (b) α-H195Q *Av* N~2~ase under as-isolated (blue line) and high-CO (red line) conditions. The CO data in this figure are presented as averages of ^12^CO and ^13^CO data sets to improve the overall statistics. This averaging is not expected to broaden Fe--S bands below 450 cm^--1^. The ^12^CO and ^13^CO data for the Fe-CO region are broken out separately in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Bottom: (c) Comparison of NRVS for CO-inhibited wild-type *Av* N~2~ase before (red line) and after (blue line) photolysis.](ja-2014-05720m_0004){#fig3}

Before discussing the spectra in detail, we discuss the signal-to-noise ratio for this emerging technique and how to evaluate the significance of different features. The reproducibility of Fe--S cluster breathing and stretching modes can be gauged by comparison of resting wild-type and α-H195Q N~2~ase spectra (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b), since no major differences are expected with α-His-195 → Glu substitution. Similarly, the reproducibility of the wild-type + CO PVDOS can be gauged by comparing features in top (a) and bottom (c) panels of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, since these represent independent data sets. Finally, the significance of the Fe-CO related modes in the region above 450 cm^--1^ can be gauged by comparison with the baselines for resting enzyme spectra in this region.

The clearest change in the PVDOS spectra for the wild-type enzyme after turnover under high-CO conditions is the diminished intensity of the global peak at ∼188 cm^--1^ (as seen in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In previous studies this region has been associated with "breathing" modes of the FeMo-cofactor, which involve expansion and contraction of the \[6Fe--C~i~\] core.^[@ref22]^ It should be noted that this breathing mode is not present in the spectrum of the P-cluster, and can be considered a "fingerprint" of a symmetric FeMo cofactor (see [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Other reproducible changes in the high-CO vs wild-type spectra include a gain of intensity and a 9 cm^--1^ blue-shift for a band around 86 cm^--1^ (to ∼95 cm^--1^), an apparent splitting of the Fe--S stretching feature near 257 cm^--1^, and the loss of intensity for bands near 316 and 415 cm^--1^. Finally, we point to the appearance of subtle but reproducible features above 450 cm^--1^ that are in the range expected for Fe-CO bending and stretching modes (amplified in the ×6 insert for Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a).

For the most part, the NRVS data for the resting (as-isolated) and high-CO α-H195Q N~2~ase in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b echo those seen in the wild-type enzyme. The α-H195Q spectra are somewhat sharper, likely because the data were taken continuously in a single beamtime rather than averaged over multiple sessions. In the resting α-H195Q enzyme spectra, bands at ∼173 and ∼222 cm^--1^ are better resolved, while in the high-CO enzyme data there is a shoulder at 160 cm^--1^ that is more pronounced. Finally, with α-H195Q the features above 450 cm^--1^ that we associate with Fe-CO modes are about 2-fold stronger than in the wild-type (compare ×3 inset for Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b vs × 6 inset for Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a).

Each of the species of high-CO species of nitrogenase previously characterized by IR spectroscopy bind two CO ligands.^[@cit14b]^ It is therefore logical to ask which of the two CO ligands causes the majority of the structural changes detected by NRVS. Photolysis is known to convert the hi-CO EPR species, containing two CO ligands, into the lo-CO form, which has only one,^[@ref23]^ and the results of such an NRVS-monitored photolysis experiment are shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c. Upon photolysis, we see an increase in intensity near 188 cm^--1^ and a loss of intensity at ∼95 cm^--1^, just the reverse of the differences seen between the resting and high-CO samples in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b. Since we know that a terminal CO is lost upon photolysis of the hi-CO species,^[@cit14a]^ it appears that addition of this second CO to the lo-CO FeMo-cofactor is the cause for a large fraction of the breathing mode changes.

We now turn to the weaker and higher frequency features in the interval between 460 and 560 cm^--1^, shown in more detail in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Because only 1 or 2 out of 15 Fe atoms in the sample are expected to bind CO, we modified the data collection scan procedure to heavily weight the higher frequency region, as described in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. Relative to the resting enzyme spectra in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b, it is clear that there are several high-frequency features, although weak, which are significantly above the baseline noise level. From comparison with literature frequencies,^[@ref24]^ the new features are consistent with terminal Fe-CO stretching and/or bending modes.

The attribution to CO-related modes is confirmed by shifts upon ^12^CO to ^13^CO substitution, as illustrated for the wild-type and α-H195Q variant in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. There are several unambiguous results that can be drawn from the comparisons in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. First, for both wild-type and the α-H195Q variant, there is a ^12^CO-associated band at ∼510 ± 2 cm^--1^, which downshifts by about 10 cm^--1^ with ^13^CO substitution. Second, in both cases there is an additional ^12^CO-associated band at ∼470 cm^--1^, which also downshifts by about 10 cm^--1^ with ^13^CO substitution. Third, the ^12^CO α-H195Q data exhibits intensity in the region between the above two features (around 491 cm^--1^), and this intensity downshifts to around 480 cm^--1^ for the ^13^CO sample. Finally, there are additional features above 540 cm^--1^ that deserve further investigation.

![^57^Fe PVDOS in Fe-CO stretch/bend region under high-CO conditions. Top to bottom: (a) ^13^CO data (red circles) vs fit (red line) and (b) ^12^CO (blue circles) vs fit (blue line) for wild-type N~2~ase; (c) ^13^CO data (red circles) vs fit (red line) and (d) ^12^CO (blue circles) vs fit (blue line) for α-H195Q N~2~ase. Additional linear sloping baselines and Gaussian functions used for the α-H195Q N~2~ase spectra fits are shown using thin black lines. The fitted curves are not meant to capture every feature, but simply to accentuate the isotope shifts. Error bars are reported in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Figure S4b.](ja-2014-05720m_0005){#fig4}

For a more quantitative assessment of these features, we manually fit these data with multiple Gaussian bands consistent with an experimental resolution of approximately 8 cm^--1^ and a linear sloping baseline, as shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. We note that the reproducible candidate Fe--^12^CO stretching bands from 471 to 512 cm^--1^ are at much lower frequencies than the ∼547--605 cm^--1^ stretching modes recently seen in \[NiFe\] hydrogenase (H~2~ase) and model compounds,^[@ref25]^ and lower than the 528--604 cm^--1^ bands seen in \[FeFe\] H~2~ase.^[@ref26]^ They instead overlap with the lower end of the 460--525 cm^--1^ range seen for Fe-CO stretches in heme proteins such as myoglobin (Mb)^[@ref27]^ and cytochrome P-450.^[@ref28]^ The approximate ∼10 cm^--1^ down-shifts with ^13^CO may be compared with the corresponding shifts of ∼3--4 cm^--1^ for Fe-CO stretches in MbCO^[@cit27a]^ and P-450~cam~-CO,^[@ref28]^ and 8--13 cm^--1^ in \[NiFe\] H~2~ase.^[@cit25b]^ Finally, the higher frequency feature near 560 cm^--1^, clearest in the α-H195Q data, is in a region typical for Fe-CO bending in heme proteins.^[@ref29]^ The ∼11 cm^--1^ downshift of this feature with ^13^CO is similar to the ∼15 cm^--1^ shifts reported for Fe-CO bends in MbCO^[@cit27a]^ or P-450~cam~-CO.^[@ref28]^

###### Fe-CO and CO Band Frequencies (cm^--1^) for High-CO N~2~ase from NRVS, IR, and DFT Compared to the Corresponding Vibrational Modes Reported for Other Proteins

  sample                       ν (Fe--^12^CO) stretch (cm^--1^)   δ (Fe--C--O) bend (cm^--1^)   ν (^12^C--O) stretch (cm^--1^)   ref.
  ---------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------
  wild-type ^12^CO             470                                558?                          1973^[@cit14a]^                  this work
                               ∼508                                                                                               
  α-H195Q ^12^CO               471                                559                           1969^[@cit14a]^                  this work
                               491, 512                                                         1911--1938^[@cit14a]^             
  DFT model **1**              500                                452                           1970                             this work
  DFT model **3**              494, 548                           442, 462                      1896, 1925                       this work^[@cit14a]^
  MbCO neutral pH              507                                575 (559)                     1947                             ([@cit27a])
  MbCO low pH                  488                                551                           1967                             ([@cit27a])
  P-450~cam~-CO (no camphor)   464                                556                           1963                             ([@ref28])
  \[NiFe\] H~2~ase             547                                605                           1946                             ([@cit25a])

Empirical Simulations {#sec2.2}
---------------------

In previous works we constructed an empirical force field to model the NRVS (^57^Fe PVDOS) for the active site FeMo-cofactor.^[@ref22],[@ref30]^ The spectrum was obtained by subtracting the appropriate amount of a "P-cluster only" spectrum from the intact N~2~ase ^57^Fe PVDOS and rescaling the difference spectrum. Since the new resting state N~2~ase data for both wild-type and α-H195Q N~2~ase have an improved signal-to-noise ratio, we updated the previous empirical force field by simulating the new FeMo-cofactor only spectra (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We used the same simplified FeMo-cofactor model with C~3v~ symmetry, but with C instead of N as the interstitial atom. Overall, the refined force field parameters exhibit only moderate changes from previously published parameters ([Table S1](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). The Fe--C stretching force constants refined to ∼0.3 mdyne Å^--1^, identical to the previous optimized Fe--N stretching force constants.^[@ref22],[@ref30]^ This is nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the ∼2.8 mdyne Å^--1^ Fe--C stretching constant observed for carbides in low-spin Fe clusters such as \[Fe~4~C(CO)~12~\]^2--^.^[@ref31]^ This quantifies the dramatically weaker interaction between the carbide and the 6 high-spin Fe neighbors in the \[6Fe--C~i~\] FeMo-cofactor core.

![Top: ^57^Fe PVDOS (black line) of the FeMo-cofactor from the resting state of α-H195Q N~2~ase and empirical force field simulations (red line) using C~3v~ model. Middle: simulation generated by eliminating 2 out of 6 Fe--C~i~ stretching force constants (blue line) overlaid with simulation of the ^57^Fe PVDOS from the wild-type N~2~ase (red line). Bottom: ^57^Fe PVDOS (black line) of FeMo-cofactor of α-H195Q N~2~ase under "high-^13^CO" conditions and corresponding empirical force field simulation (red line) using DFT model **3** structure.](ja-2014-05720m_0006){#fig5}

The empirical force field helps us to interpret the NRVS changes induced by CO binding. Given the expected *trans* effect on the interstitial Fe--C~i~ bonds *trans* to bound CO or CHO ligands (see DFT models **1** and **3** in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), as an exercise we simply eliminated the corresponding Fe--C~i~ stretching force constants, while keeping the remaining force constants the same. The simulation resulting from this perturbation (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) shows a significant splitting in its strongest features, resulting in an intensity decrease at 188 cm^--1^ and two new peaks at 174 and 192 cm^--1^. The simulations thus provide a relatively simple explanation for the observed NRVS changes: a strong peak arising from a totally symmetric breathing mode is split and hence reduced by the lower symmetry concomitant with multiple ligand binding.

For a more detailed analysis of the high-CO N~2~ase FeMo-cofactor NRVS, we simulate the scaled wild-type and α-H195Q difference spectra using the DFT models originally derived to explain the Hi-1 and Hi-3 IR-detected photolysis spectra (models **1** and **3** respectively, as discussed below). These DFT-based structural models (see Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) are further modified such that force field parameters similar to those used in the resting-state spectrum simulations can be applied in the "high-CO" spectrum simulations. Since the effects of CO-binding are stronger and the data better for the α-H195Q NRVS, here we focus on the simulation of that spectrum. Results for the wild-type analysis are provided in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. As shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the empirical simulation using DFT model **3** structure nicely reproduces the spectral features below 240 cm^--1^, which involve the breathing modes most sensitive to overall cluster geometry (see [Table S2](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for the complete list of the force field parameters). The simulation also captures the Fe-CO modes in the region from 470 to 560 cm^--1^. In between these regions, there are more split bands observed in the "high-CO" FeMo-cofactor spectra, which can also be attributed to the lowered symmetry of the FeMo-cofactor caused by the binding of two terminal −CO ligands.

In summary, the empirical force field simulations for both the resting state and high-CO state FeMo-cofactor ^57^Fe PVDOS spectra confirm that NRVS is a sensitive probe of the FeMo-cofactor core structure. Furthermore, the interactions between the interstitial C~i~ and its 6 Fe neighbors, although weak, are crucial in reproducing the spectral features below 200 cm^--1^. The changes in low frequency breathing modes reveal that, upon −CO/--CHO binding, the FeMo-cofactor undergoes a significant structural perturbation. Fe--CO stretching and Fe--C--O bending modes are also identified in the 470 to 560 cm^--1^ region, providing the first mechanical proof that binding is at the Fe sites. The predicted intensities of these modes, as well as the predicted downshifts by ∼10 cm^--1^ upon ^13^CO substitution, are both consistent with the experimental data.

EXAFS Results {#sec2.3}
-------------

Whereas NRVS provides valuable information about symmetry and dynamics that can help infer the active site structure, EXAFS allows direct measurement of interatomic distances. The Mo and Fe *k*-space EXAFS and Fourier transforms for resting and high-CO wild-type N~2~ase samples are compared in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The Mo EXAFS Fourier transform has 3 key peaks, corresponding primarily to Mo--S, Mo--Fe (short), and Mo--Fe (long) interactions at 2.36, 2.69, and 5.1 Å, respectively. For the Fe EXAFS Fourier transform data, there are key maxima corresponding to Fe--S, Fe--Fe (short), and Fe--Fe (long) interactions, at 2.3, 2.6, and 3.7 Å, respectively. The 3.7 Å feature comes from a cross-face Fe--Fe interaction in the FeMo-cofactor (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The high-CO Mo EXAFS data has to be interpreted as arising from a mixture of species, as does the Fe EXAFS data, with the additional complication of the presence of Fe in the P-cluster. Despite these restrictions, quite a lot can be learned from the *changes* in the spectra on CO binding.

We first consider the EXAFS data for the resting enzyme, which has been examined repeatedly over the past 35 years.^[@cit18a],[@cit18c],[@ref32]^ Using the highest resolution crystal structure as a starting point,^[@cit6b]^ we fit the data as the sum of 3 Mo--S, 3 short Mo--Fe, and 3 long Mo--Fe interactions. A modest improvement is then achieved by inclusion of 3 Mo--O/N for the homocitrate and His-442 ligands. A feature of the new analysis is an attempt to decompose the total disorder seen by EXAFS (σ^2^~total~) into separate contributions from vibrational (σ^2^~vib~) and structural (σ^2^~static~) disorder. To do this, we used the empirical force field derived from simulating the NRVS data to model the contributions of different normal modes to the vibrational disorder of Mo--Fe/S distances. We then subtracted the estimated thermal disorder from the total disorder to arrive at a best estimate of static disorder, e.g., σ^2^~static~ = σ^2^~total~ -- σ^2^~vib~. The details of this procedure have been described previously for our analysis of the N~2~ase Fe protein EXAFS.^[@ref20]^

It has been noted that the 5.1 Å Mo--Fe interaction overlaps with a Mo--Fe--Fe three-body multiple scattering pathway, as illustrated at the top of Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.^[@ref32]^ Thus, we also performed fits with inclusion of such multiple scattering pathways, as done previously by Liu and co-workers.^[@ref32]^ The results are summarized in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} and in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} (Table S3). In agreement with the previous work, we find that for the resting state, the multiple scattering Mo--Fe--Fe pathway has about 55% of the amplitude of the single scattering contribution. Remarkably, the inclusion of this contribution does not significantly affect the amplitude or distance derived from the curve-fitting procedure. This is discussed more fully in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. As we discuss below, multiple scattering effects require a more nuanced interpretation of EXAFS changes that result from binding CO.

![Top: Relevant interatomic distances for FeMo-cofactor EXAFS from (A and B) the Mo and (C) Fe points of view. Lower left: Mo and Fe K-edge EXAFS Fourier transforms under as-isolated (blue line) and high-CO (red line) conditions. Lower right: *k*-space data (red line) and fits (blue line) under resting and high-CO conditions.](ja-2014-05720m_0007){#fig6}

Overall, the results of these analyses from the Mo point of view reveal a remarkably symmetrical cluster in the enzyme. The short Mo--Fe distances at 2.69 Å appear equal to within ±0.02 Å, as do the long Mo--Fe distances at 5.08 Å. These findings are in good agreement with the X-ray diffraction models, which have refined to progressively more symmetric structures as the resolution has improved.

For the EXAFS from the Fe point of view, we fit the data as the sum of Fe--S, short Fe--Fe, and long Fe--Fe components, constraining the number of Fe--S interactions to 3.66, the number of short Fe--Fe to 1.65, and the number of long Fe--Fe interactions to 0.8. These values are held constant for all subsequent fits. The resulting short and long Fe--Fe distances of 2.60 and 3.69 Å respectively are within 0.02 Å of the crystallographic values. Inclusion of 0.4 Fe--C~i~ interactions at 2.01 Å, leads to a modest improvement in the fit, as observed previously for isolated FeMoco.^[@ref33]^ Inclusion of a recently discovered 16th Fe with partial occupancy would not have a significant difference in this analysis.^[@ref34]^ Our model presumes that the P-cluster cross-face Fe--Fe distances are so disordered that they do not make a significant contribution to the overall signal; the 3.7 Å peak is considered a marker for the FeMo cofactor.^[@cit18k]^ Data was collected on a sample that had been turned over in the absence of CO to ensure spectral changes are due only to the presence of CO. One final note, in the Fe EXAFS there is an extraordinarily weak feature at 5.1 Å that is consistent with a Fe--Mo component.

In summary, as before,^[@cit18f],[@cit18h],[@ref32]^ the EXAFS for the resting state enzyme agrees well with the crystal structure data, and confirms a highly symmetric structure for the core of the FeMo cofactor in the resting state. Between EXAFS and diffraction approaches, the average absolute deviation of the metal--metal distances is 0.011 Å. The estimated static disorder from EXAFS in the respective Mo--S, Mo--Fe~short~ and Mo--Fe~long~ distances is very small, on the order of 0.02 Å, as detailed in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}.

We then approach fitting the Mo EXAFS data for the "high-CO" enzyme with the same structural framework and the same constraints on coordination numbers, allowing for additional disorder solely by varying σ^2^ in the Debye--Waller factor. As seen in the Fourier transform, there is a modest weakening of the short Mo--Fe peak, but the largest fractional change in the data is for the long Mo--Fe interaction. Fitting this with a single MoFe component shows a lengthening in the average distance of 0.02 Å and a predicted increase of 0.03 Å in total disorder (σ). Using a split-shell model for the long Mo--Fe interaction yields a significantly better fit, and reveals one short and two long Mo--Fe distances at 4.95 and 5.10 Å, respectively, just above the 0.10 Å resolution for the current range of data.

Turning to the high-CO EXAFS data from the Fe point of view, we again see a modest dampening of the short Fe--Fe feature, and the largest apparent fractional change is in the long, FeMo cofactor-only Fe--Fe component (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This interaction fits to a single component at 3.69 Å with a 0.05 Å increase in static disorder compared to the enzyme without CO bound.

K-edge XANES data for both Mo and Fe show no significant change between resting/turnover, and CO-inhibited samples. This is to be expected since substrate does not bind directly to Mo, and any change in the Fe edge would be diluted by a factor of at least eight due to the presence of other unperturbed Fe atoms in the sample.

In summary, all of the spectra, including the ^57^Fe NRVS and both the Mo and Fe EXAFS, indicate that a structural change has occurred in the central Fe~6~S~9~C~i~ core of the FeMo-cofactor for the high-CO samples. Given the rigidity and symmetry of the cofactor without CO bound, this is a significant observation.

###### Summary of the FeMo-Cofactor Metal--Metal Distances Predicted by EXAFS, X-ray Crystallography, and DFT Calculations

                                                    Mo--Fe-short   Mo--Fe-long   Fe--Fe-short   Fe--Fe-long                           
  ------------------------------------------------- -------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  resting EXAFS                                     2.689          0.023         5.08           0.018         2.604   0.057   3.688   0.052
  crystal structure 3U7Q^[@cit6b]^                  2.694          0.024         5.059          0.024         2.622   0.030   3.695   0.009
  DFT model **0[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}**   2.719          0.015         5.101          0.013         2.636   0.048   3.690   0.004
  hi-CO EXAFS                                       2.706          0.030         5.10           0.052         2.602   0.058   3.691   0.070
  2 × 5.10                                          4.95           3.76          3.68                                                 
  DFT model **1**[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.715          0.040         5.110          0.12          2.635   0.082   3.706   0.085
  2 × 5.17                                          4.99           3.780         3.632                                                
  DFT model **3**[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.714          0.061         5.135          0.11          2.63    0.10    3.714   0.12
  2 × 5.22                                          4.98           3.85          3.65                                                 

Coordinates in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}.

σ values refer to single shell fits.

DFT Results {#sec2.4}
-----------

To interpret the spectral changes that result from CO binding, we seek guidance from DFT calculations for different candidate structures. The relevant details on the FeMo-cofactor oxidation level and spin coupling are given as part of [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. The structural models computed can help explain the vibrational frequencies and interatomic distances observed by NRVS and EXAFS respectively. We examined a large number of candidates, but only the most successful models are shown in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (left), while the coordinates are provided in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. The interatomic distance distributions involving the Fe/Mo metal sites are also given in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (right) and in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}.

Since the resting state FeMo-cofactor structure is well-defined, we first compare the DFT predictions for this form of the cofactor with EXAFS and X-ray diffraction results, as a gauge for the accuracy and systematic errors that one might expect. As summarized in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, in the calculated structure, which we call model **0**, we find that the average Mo--Fe and Fe--Fe distances for the resting state are all calculated to better than 0.03 Å of the EXAFS and crystallographic values, with average deviations of better than 0.02 Å.

As explained in the Introduction, the Hi-1, Hi-2, and Hi-3 CO-bound FeMo-cofactor species are essentially CO-frequency signatures characterized using FT-IR.^[@cit14a]^ We refer to our DFT-calculated structural models that explain these Hi-1, Hi-2, and Hi-3 signatures respectively as model **1**, model **2**, and model **3**. Model **2**, which also helps explain results for the hi(5)-CO EPR signal, will be discussed in a separate publication. We now turn to model **1**, our favored DFT model for the primary species in wild-type high-CO samples.

Model **1** is a structure that we propose to be responsible for both the hi-CO EPR signal and the Hi-1 FT-IR signature. The proposed structure involves a formyl −CHO group on Fe6 and a terminal CO ligand on Fe2. The DFT predictions yield predicted CO and ---HC=O stretches at 1970 and 1727 cm^--1^ respectively, which reproduce the bands observed in IR-monitored photolysis at 1973 and 1680 cm^--1^ reasonably well (see Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S6 in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Model **1** predicts a slight contraction for the short Mo--Fe distance, from 2.70 to 2.68 Å, and an elongation and splitting of the more distant Mo--Fe interactions, with 1 Mo--Fe at 4.94 Å and the other 2 Mo--Fe averaging to 5.13 Å. This is also in agreement with the EXAFS analysis, which predicted a splitting of the long Mo--Fe distances. Similarly, in the Fe EXAFS Fourier transform, the reduced long Fe--Fe peak intensity is explained by model **1** with its wider range of Fe--Fe distances, from 3.58 to 3.78 Å. Although this model predicts no significant change in the average long Fe--Fe distance, there is a significant increase in disorder with σ~stat~ increasing from 0.013 to 0.070 Å. Interpretation of features in this region is complicated by overlap with Fe--S distances in the same range, so little can be said apart from the fact that increased disorder is consistent with the EXAFS results.

![Left: DFT-derived FeMo-cofactor structural models put forth to explain the resting state structure, model **0**; the Hi-1 IR and hi-CO EPR species, model **1**; and the Hi-3 IR species, model **3**. The experimental FT-IR and DFT-calculated C--O stretching frequencies are given in red and blue, respectively. Right: histograms of the interatomic distances involving Fe (top) and Mo (bottom) metal sites for the DFT structures shown in the left panel. The metal--metal distances are categorized as short (s) and long (l).](ja-2014-05720m_0008){#fig7}

For the EPR-silent Hi-3 species, we earlier proposed a structural model with two terminal CO ligands on the adjacent sites Fe2 and Fe6^[@cit14b]^ (see also Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The DFT model **3** for Hi-3 reproduces well the absolute and relative positions of the 1938 and 1911 cm^--1^ C--O frequencies observed experimentally as well as the vibrational coupling between these two oscillators (see also the KED diagrams in Figure S6 in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Model **3** yields an even more disordered structure than model **1**, but at this time we do not have EXAFS data on an appropriate sample for testing this prediction.

Our DFT models of the resting state FeMo-cofactor and the CO-bound Hi-1/Hi-3 species can also be used to rationalize vibrational frequencies seen by NRVS. To facilitate comparison with the experiment, in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} we show NRVS data processed to subtract the P-cluster contribution. First of all, the peak at 183 cm^--1^ predicted by DFT for the resting state is diminished in the ^57^Fe PVDOS for models **1** and **3**. For model **1**, the overall peak is now at 174 cm^--1^, and extra intensity appears at 98 cm^--1^. Similarly, for model **3**, the overall peak is at 172 cm^--1^ and there is extra intensity at 98 cm^--1^. These predictions nicely match the experimental data showing loss of intensity at 188 cm^--1^ and increases at 95 and 171−173 cm^--1^ upon CO binding.

The above results show that, particularly for the resting state FeMo-cofactor, the spectral shape of the ∼100--300 cm^--1^ range of the NRVS is governed by the cumulative vibrational kinetic energy distributions (KEDs) stored in the six Fe--C~i~ bonds of the central cage (which we abbreviate to "\[6Fe--C~i~\] KED"), see [Figure S8](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. The high-intensity peaks between 160 and 190 cm^--1^ are strongly emphasized for the \[6Fe--C~i~\] KED and represent the "breathing" modes. A visualization of the 183 cm^--1^ breathing mode from the resting state cofactor DFT model is also available as part of [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}.

A related and interesting result is that, even for the resting state, there are weak modes in the 400--700 cm^--1^ region where one might look for Fe-CO bands (see Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} right, (a) and (c)). The origin of these features is clarified by recalculating the normal modes with the ^13^C isotope for the interstitial C~i~ atom (see the \[6Fe--C~i~\] KED analysis in [Figure S7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). The C~i~ atom isotope exchange is predicted to downshift these \[6Fe--C~i~\] modes by up to 23 cm^--1^, indicating a significant component of interstitial carbide motion. These normal modes are similar to the "shake" modes seen around 800 cm^--1^ for interstitial carbides in low-spin metal clusters such as \[Fe~6~C(CO)~16~\]^2--^.^[@ref35]^ For the N~2~ase FeMo-cofactor, the shake modes are at ∼200 cm^--1^ lower frequencies because of the weaker bonding to the high-spin Fe, in line with the Fe--C~i~ force constants analysis using the empirical simulations described above. Notably, the highest frequency shake modes calculated at 584, 595, and 652 cm^--1^ (respectively for models **0**, **1**, and **3**; see Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} right and [Figure S7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}) all display the C~i~ motion approximately along the central axis of the FeMo-cofactor (which passes through Fe1, C~i~, and Mo). A visualization of the 584 cm^--1^ shake mode from DFT model **0** is available in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}. As seen in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} right, the highest frequency shake modes in model **1** and model **3** do not shift on substitution of ^12^CO by ^13^CO. However, the lower frequency shake modes, which represent the C~i~ motion approximately normal to the cofactor symmetry axis, may mix with the Fe-CO modes. This is reflected by slight (\<3 cm^--1^) downshift of the calculated ^57^Fe PVDOS peak at 587 (model **3**) cm^--1^ on ligand isotope exchange, see Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} right, (c).

![Left: Overall comparison of the N~2~ase NRVS spectra to the DFT ^57^Fe PVDOS simulation for (a) the resting state vs model **0**, (b) "high-^12^CO" wild-type vs model **1**, and (c) "high-^13^CO" α H195Q vs model **3**. Right: N~2~ase resting state (black) and ^12^CO (blue)/^13^CO (red) inhibited state NRVS spectra from experiment and ^57^Fe PVDOS from DFT in the 400--700 cm^--1^ range: (b) the α-H195Q variant NRVS from the experiment; (a) and (c) the ^57^Fe PVDOS for the DFT models **0**, **1**, and **3**. The stick-style spectra are given for models **1** and **3** in (a) and (c), respectively.](ja-2014-05720m_0009){#fig8}

The strongest Fe--^12^CO stretching mode (the corresponding Fe--^13^CO mode frequencies are given in parentheses) in the ^57^Fe PVDOS predicted using model **1** is a band at 500 (495) cm^--1^ associated with the Fe2-CO motion (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} right (a) and [S6](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). This compares favorably with the ∼470 cm^--1^ feature seen in the wild-type N~2~ase high-CO NRVS experiment. For model **1** there is another band predicted at 399 (396) cm^--1^ associated with the Fe6-CHO motion ([Figure S6](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}), but this is too close to the Fe--S region to be unambiguously resolved by the experiment. In contrast, model **3** predicts an Fe2-CO stretch at 494 (489) cm^--1^ and Fe6-CO stretch at 548 (541) cm^--1^ (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} right (c) and [S6](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). The former is closest to α-H195Q NRVS features near 491--512 cm^--1^, while the latter aligns well with the band at 559 (548) cm^--1^.

At this point, it might seem that there are more CO-related bands in the NRVS data than can be accounted for by the DFT calculations. Some of these likely result from the limited statistics of the current experiment. There might also be additional species not accounted for. The important point is that the major features are calculated at 494, 500, 518, and 548 cm^--1^ for DFT models **1** and **3**, and these positions agree well with the experimental data.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The current experimental results from NRVS and EXAFS spectroscopies, combined with DFT calculations, all help to characterize the structural changes associated with CO binding to the nitrogenase FeMo cofactor. The key observation is the significant distortion of the central 6Fe core from its nearly D~3h~ symmetry in the resting state. This symmetry reduction is reflected in the loss of intensity in the NRVS 188 cm^--1^ band, together with reduced amplitude for the 5.1 Å Mo--Fe and 3.7 Å Fe--Fe EXAFS features. Both results are qualitatively consistent with lowered symmetry for the FeMo-cofactor upon binding a pair of CO molecules. These experimental results are supported by the distorted structures obtained from DFT calculations.

The DFT candidate structure for the hi-CO species in wild-type enzyme (model **1**) involves terminal Fe2-CO and Fe6--CHO ligands on adjacent Fe atoms. This structure is consistent with the Hi-1 FT-IR species previously observed in photolysis experiments.^[@cit14a]^ It also agrees well with the current NRVS and EXAFS findings. Model **1** exhibits a slightly expanded \[6Fe--C~i~\] cage with Fe--C~i~ distances ranging from 1.95 to 2.06 Å, and it provides a testable model for the primary species in the CO-inhibited wild-type enzyme. Not surprisingly, the longest Fe--C~i~ bonds are *trans* to the −CO and −CHO ligands. The DFT-computed NRVS predicts an Fe-CO stretching band at 500 cm^--1^, reasonably close to the observed feature at 470 cm^--1^. (The relatively low frequencies of the Fe-CO bands suggest that the strength of Fe-CO bonding in N~2~ase is more like that in myoglobin than in, say, \[FeFe \] or \[NiFe\] H~2~ases.) The proposed Hi-1 model has a spread in the long Mo--Fe and Fe--Fe distances that is consistent with the diminished intensity of the 5.1 Mo--Fe and 3.7 Å Fe--Fe EXAFS features.

The other DFT candidate structure (model **3**) involves terminal CO ligands on the adjacent Fe2 and Fe6 sites. This structure is consistent with the Hi-3 FT-IR species previously observed in photolysis experiments,^[@cit14b]^ and it appears to be a major component in the sample formed by turnover of the α-H195Q N~2~ase mutant under CO. Multiple CO coordination in model **3** is consistent with the stronger NRVS features in the Fe-CO region for α-H195Q N~2~ase compared to wild-type enzyme. In addition, the proposed structure for model **3** is even more distorted than that for model **1**. It has Fe--C~i~ bonds ranging from 1.92 to 2.12 Å. Two of the long Mo--Fe distances increase to 5.22 Å, while the third shortened to 4.98 Å.

All of our data and calculations are consistent with the notion that the N~2~ase FeMo-cofactor has a flexible cage with multiple binding sites. Modest changes in the FeMo-cofactor interatomic distances have been reported before,^[@cit18h],[@cit18j]^ but not to the extent observed in the current case of multiple CO binding. For the 1*e*^*--*^-reduced species, a slight (and counterintuitive) contraction of the cage was indicated by a shortening of the long Fe--Fe distance in the EXAFS, from 3.74 to 3.72 Å.^[@cit18h],[@cit18j]^ This proposal was later supported by DFT calculations,^[@ref36]^ one of which suggested that a contraction would occur if electron transfer was accompanied by protonation of a bridging sulfide.^[@cit36a]^ Overall contraction of the cage also found support from the Mo point of view because, with the same 1*e*^*--*^-reduced species, a modest 2.74 to 2.65 Å shortening of the short Mo--Fe distance was observed.^[@cit18h],[@cit18j]^ However, for the **Klebsiella pneumoniae** N~2~ase, Eady and co-workers found no evidence for such a change.^[@ref37]^ Therefore, given the marginal statistics in the earlier reports,^[@cit18h],[@cit18j]^ the issue of structural changes upon 1-electron reduction of the FeMo cofactor should probably be revisited.

In the case of propargyl alcohol binding to the FeMo-cofactor, a splitting of the long 3.7 Å Fe--Fe distance induced by substrate binding at Fe6, into a pair of interactions at 3.70 and 3.98 Å was previously proposed.^[@cit18j]^ This is consistent with one of the DFT models, which suggested moderate 0.3-Å elongation of the Fe6--C~i~ distance when allyl alcohol is bound to the FeMo-cofactor in the Fe6-η^2^(C=C) configuration.^[@ref38]^ However, in that case, there was no significant change in the Mo--Fe interaction at 5.1 Å.

At the moment, there seems to be little agreement on the role of the interstitial atom within the FeMo-cofactor. Hinnemann and Nørskov have argued that its presence makes the FeMo-cofactor "much less flexible", thus lowering the binding strength of substrates or products (and making a better catalyst).^[@ref39]^ Ribbe and co-workers also suggest that the interstitial carbide (C~i~) stabilizes the structure of the FeMo cofactor by providing a certain rigidity to the metal--sulfur core through symmetrical coordination of this atom to the six core Fe atoms; they also concluded that the interstitial carbide does not exchange during substrate turnover.^[@ref40]^

On the other hand, some theoretical studies predict a role for the interstitial carbide in cluster rearrangement. Blöchl and co-workers have proposed that reduction of the FeMo-cofactor results in loss of a bridging μ~2~-S by conversion to a terminal −SH.^[@ref41]^ Across a range of different N~2~ase intermediates, they found that the "central ligand changes its coordination from 6-fold to 5-fold to 4-fold~~,~~" and proposed that the role of the central ligand is to form "a variable number of bonds with the Fe sites of the central cage", thus facilitating cluster rearrangements. Huniar, Alrichs, and Coucouvanis proposed even more extreme redox-induced distortions of the cofactor with a labile interstitial atom that allowed N~2~ and related substrates to enter the central cage.^[@ref42]^

Cluster rearrangement upon redox and/or ligand binding (particularly CO binding) is common in Fe--S clusters. For synthetic \[2Fe-2S\] clusters with bound CO, Felton and co-workers have noted the "inherent fluxionality" of the \[2Fe-2S\] core upon reduction.^[@ref43]^ Similar flexibility has recently been proposed in biological clusters such as the 2Fe~H~ subsite in \[FeFe\] H~2~ase.^[@ref44]^ In larger synthetic \[4Fe-4S\] clusters, extreme reduction also results in dramatic structural changes.^[@ref45]^ In a protein environment, addition of a second electron to the \[4Fe-4S\] cluster of the N~2~ase Fe protein to create the all-ferrous species also results in a quite dramatic splitting (by ∼0.2 Å) of the Fe--Fe distances.^[@ref20],[@ref46]^ A related redox-dependent structural shift occurs in the \[4Fe-3S\] proximal cluster of the O~2~-tolerant membrane-bound \[NiFe\] H~2~ase.^[@ref47]^ Moreover, rearrangement of the CO dehydrogenase C-cluster occurs on CO binding.^[@ref48]^ Finally, the \[8Fe-9S\] N~2~ase P-cluster provides another example in which a redox change by 2 electrons causes a profound conformational change.^[@ref49]^ In summary, Fe--S clusters of all sizes are inherently fluxional upon redox activity, and this tendency is even more pronounced with CO ligation. Thus, the FeMo cofactor conformational changes that are proposed herein for the multi-CO-ligated species of N~2~ase are consistent with known chemistry. By analogy, similar changes might well be anticipated upon binding of N~2~.

Dance has frequently remarked on the "plasticity" of the FeMo-cofactor and the potential relevance of "coordinative allosterism", through which CO-binding at two different cluster locations mutually influence one another.^[@cit15a],[@ref50]^ In his calculations, the presence of the interstitial atom serves to modulate the chemical properties of the central cage and, in particular, those of Fe2 and Fe6. Our NRVS photolysis experiment shows that addition or loss of the second CO has a major effect on the breathing modes of the central cage, in support of the allosterism proposal.

The notion that FeMo-cofactor plasticity is relevant is supported by recent work in the Peters group. They have developed a series of isostructural Fe complexes with Si, B, and C ligands ligand *trans* to N~2~.^[@ref51]^ They find that the catalytic competence of these systems for N~2~ reduction correlates with the flexibility of the axial linkage. Given the accumulating evidence for FeMo-cofactor plasticity, perhaps the interstitial carbide serves a similar role.

The proposed conformational changes almost certainly have a role in catalysis for both nitrogen fixation and Fischer--Tropsch (FT) chemistry. If addition of a second ligand at an adjacent Fe atom breaks an Fe--C~i~ bond at one or more other Fe atoms, these Fe atoms become effectively 3-coordinate and hence more reactive. In agreement with this suggestion, we have previously observed that addition of a second CO molecule to the Lo-1 IR species converts it to the Hi-1 IR species and shifts the CO-related IR band at 1715 cm^--1^ to 1680 cm^--1^,^[@cit14a]^ indicating a more "activated" form of the ligand, suggested to be a formyl −CHO species here, that would be primed for reduction. Moreover, these results indicate that the binding of the second CO, rather than a redox process, is a major trigger of the conformational change required for the catalytic activity, which may also be reflected in the *S* = 1/2 EPR signal elicited under CO during turnover.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Here, binding of the second CO, which occurs even under low electron-flux conditions, produces a change in the EPR signal suggestive of FeMo-cofactor flexibility. Furthermore, if the catalytic formation of C3-products from CO reflects increased reactivity, then the studies of Yang et al.^[@cit4c]^ also provide support. They found that a decrease in CO pressure from ∼1 to ∼0.1 atm resulted in not only less total products, but a significantly lower C3-to-C2 products ratio, whereas a decrease in the electron flux under 1 atm CO did not impact the C3-to-C2 product distribution significantly.

What is the mechanism of CO conversion into short-chain hydrocarbons? What structures are important? Currently, there are no definitive answers to these questions because our knowledge concerning CO-reduction intermediates on N~2~ase is still at a primitive stage. We know that, for industrial FT processes, there are two competing hypotheses concerning the key reaction steps that lead to chain growth.^[@ref52]^ In one scheme, an initial CO bond cleavage is followed by chain growth, which occurs by addition of CH~*x*~ species.^[@ref53]^ In an alternative mechanism, chain growth occurs by CO insertion into the bond between a metal atom and its bound alkyl ligand.^[@ref54]^

For N~2~ase, Dance^[@cit15b]^ favors formation of a bridging CH~2~ intermediate followed by CO insertion occurring mainly on a single Fe atom, whereas the mechanism sketched by Seefeldt and co-workers^[@cit4c]^ implies reduction of two CO molecules on adjacent Fe atoms, followed by C~*x*~H~*y*~ addition to a growing chain. There are little data to support or refute either proposal. Understanding the first steps of CO reduction with both Mo- and V--N~2~ase is key to understanding the overall reaction.

As noted by Dance^[@cit50b]^ and others, such conformational effects should also be relevant to the N~2~ chemistry of N~2~ase. If an FeMo-cofactor with multiple hydrides, such as the proposed Janus intermediate,^[@ref16]^ occurs at the E~4~ redox level, then such a structure will have disrupted Fe--C~i~ bonding and be quite distorted from the resting state. In Dance's calculations, hydride or H~2~ structures have Fe--C~i~ distances from 2.6 to 3 Å, indicating completely broken bonds. Subsequent addition of N~2~ and loss of H~2~ will clearly result in conformational changes. Of course, getting experimental verification of such changes will be quite a challenge.

Details on the experimental procedures, empirical normal-mode calculations, DFT calculations, coordinates of the DFT-optimized molecular systems, visualizations of the normal modes from DFT as animated GIF files. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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